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The main purpose of using a heavy duty stretcher is to smoothen out a canvas and make it perfect
for an artist to resume with his/her artwork. The bars can be made of wood, metal or alloy. However,
the wooden ones are mostly preferred by artists and they are generally made of pine or fir. With the
online availability of warehouses, finding stretcher bars fitting your size and requirements has
become very easy. They offer the ones that are made using advanced wood working machines to
ensure exact fitting. A stretcher frame is made of premium quality wood and help to keep the
canvases tight and wrinkle free. Four stretcher bars are utilized to form a frame, but they are not
attached to each other permanently. This is mainly due to the ability of the wood to undergo
expansion and contraction owing to changes in the moisture level in the atmosphere. The corners of
the frames are provided with angled miter joints, complex interlocking joints and butt joints to fit the
bars with each other.

Variety in Heavy Duty Stretcher

The online warehouses provide three main varieties of heavy duty stretcher namely â€“medium or
heavy duty, midi heavy duty and the super heavy duty. The medium or the heavy duty Goldilocks
are the perfect choice if you are looking for a substantial side profile to add more value to your art.
The heavy duty midi ones are the best option if you are looking for bars of excellent quality at low
costs. The super duty heavy ones are extremely strong and sturdy. They are mainly used to mount
very heavy canvases. So, according to your preferred size and requirements, you can order a
stretcher bar online. Coast to coast fast shipping is also available at affordable rate. A stretcher
frame can enhance the value and beauty of your artwork and attract your admirers.

Importance of Using Heavy Duty Stretcher

Heavy duty stretcher can protect your canvas from physical damage and keep your artwork secure
by providing protection to it. By using them, you can present your canvas in a beautiful way for your
friends and critics to admire. Generally, tackle or staple gun is used to attach the canvas to a
stretcher frame. To achieve a perfectly smooth surface, it is wise to attach the canvas carefully from
all sides. For the best results, the assembling work should be handled only by experts.
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For further information on a stretcher bars for canvas, a stretcher bar warehouse and a stretching
bar, visit http://www.stretcherbarwarehouse.com/
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